IntelliOps
An A-CDM type Operational
Approach for Regional Airports
(A-CDM Lite/Local* A-CDM)
*Connected with NMOC, but can run in Local Mode

Today’s Challenges...
21st Century airports are faced with unprecedented demand, with
increased passengers, aircraft and business development teams driving route development. Despite this, budgets remain relatively static
and airport operational teams are being tasked with doing ‘more for
less’ and sweating airport assets,thus are turning to technology to help
answer some of the challenges.
- Decisions are being made based on ‘intuition’ and not necessarily being backed up by
data. Lack of ‘real time’ data for decision making.
- No Real-Time data flow between functional groups within the Airport.
- No cost - effective method for taking full advantage of NMOC (i.e. EUROCONTROL)
Flight Update Messages (FUM).
- Full A-CDM implementation solves some of these but very costly to implement.
- Pressure on Capex and Opex spending.

NGOPs have engaged with senior stakeholders at multiple airports and many
of the conversations have common themes:
“We are unable to accurately charge RON aircraft
as we are unable to log their arrival/departure time.”

Operations Leader US International Airport

“We have to send a patrol car around the apron
to get a view of which gates are currently in use.”
CTO Major US Airport

“ATC and the terminal team are not working
from the same set of Real Time Data.”

ATC Director UK Airport

“I often don’t know when an aircraft arrives on stand
which flight it is operating until I ask the crew. ”

UK Terminal Manager

- Customers / Airlines demanding better experience.
- Pressure on delivering aviation growth whilst sweating assets.

“What we need is A-CDM Lite to enable us to share real-time
operational data across all functions of the airport.”

ATC Director UK Airport

What’s needed ?
- A set of processes/technology to implement a simplified version of A-CDM which is
more finely tuned to the needs of Regional Airports.
- A Lightweight and Agile solution , to allow Regional Airports to be flexible and
implement changes quickly and effectively.
- Enable regional airports to benefit fully from the NMOC services such as FUM etc.
and to allow airports to classify as one of the EUROCONTROL Airport Categories:
- Regional Network Integrated (new).
- Advanced ATC TWR.

IntelliOps

“The objective is for airport partners to work together to facilitate the
sharing of timely and accurate operational data which will optimise
the turn round process and assure the best possible coordination of resources.”
Key attributes:

-

Low Cost
Subscription Model
Cloud Based
Increased Situational Awareness

A milestone approach to efficient Inbound,
Turn Around and Outbound operations:
-

Taking the EUROCONTROL A-CDM milestones as a foundation and simplifying for Regional Airports.
Improved Inbound predictions in order to optimise the Stand & Gate planning.
Reduction of last-minute CTOT updates due a more realistic and stable CTOT.
Improved estimated landing time estimates to Airports of Destination (ADES)
via the NMOC’s data distribution service for airports (FUM message).
In times of Irregular Operations (bad weather) increased awareness of current operations.

Inbound
-

Flight Update Messages (FUM) received from NMOC with constant updates for inbound flights,
coupled with known runway in use and Taxi In Time (EXIT) accurate IN BLOCK times can
be calculated for all flights.

-

Efficient Stand Planning with more accurate arrival data.

-

All flight updates shared with all parties in real-time via IntelliOps platform or via updates
to the existing AODB where applicable.

Outbound
-

IntelliOps can generate a simplified TSAT based on
TOBT, Taxi Time (EXOT) and allocated Take Off Time.

-

A-DPI messages are sent to the NMOC at Actual
Off Block Times (AOBT) giving Airlines a
‘locked’ Calculated Take off Time (CTOT).
Increased situational awareness as NMOC can notify
Airports of Destination of flight progress.

-

Example Scenarios:
Flight 1:
Late fuel delivery, Estimated Off Block time delayed by 7 mins Dispatcher updates FLIGHT
info, flight appears AMBER in IntelliOps ATC aware of a 7 min delay and plan accordingly
Passenger Service Team alerted via IntelliOps and plan gate usage accordingly.
Flight 2:
Technical fault with Aircraft, Airline signaling +30min delay, Dispatcher updates FLIGHT info,
appears RED in IntelliOps ATC and Passenger Service Team alerted via IntelliOps and plan accordingly.
Flight 3
ATC requested to hold flight due to congestion at destination airport - TSAT delayed by +15min,
FLIGHT info updated in IntelliOps by ATC (Amber) Dispatcher and Passenger Service Team alerted.

Turn Around
-

Integrating with any existing GH platforms or using IntelliOps mobile/tablet Apps
the Turn Around process can be tracked resulting in accurate estimations for
OFF BLOCK times .

Customised A-CDM solutions

Aircraft arrival/departure

Consultancy

IntelliOps provides Airports a
cost-effective A-CDM ‘lite’ solution
allowing airports to benefit from the
most practical elements of A-CDM
methodologies/best practices whilst
avoiding the complexity and costs of a
full-scale A-CDM implementation.

NGOPs have an in-depth insight into the
aircraft journey from in-bound,
turn-around and departure touch points
and can assist clients in identifying
bottlenecks as well as other bespoke
technology solutions to improve
efficiencies and increase asset
utilisation.

As with any A-CDM type implementation, the technology is one component.
NGOPs have extensive expertise in the
implementation of complex airport
operational change programmes and
can seamlessly complement internal
delivery teams freeing up resource to
focus on day to day operations.

Use in a Local mode or
interconnect with
Network Management
Centre (NMOC)

EUROCONTROL:
Regional Network Integrated &
Advanced ATC TWR Ready

IntelliOps

ATC

NGOPs offer a seamless overlay to complex, multi-faceted
legacy airport systems allowing valuable real-time flight
data to be shared and used
across the functions
of an Airport.

Operations
Centre

FIDS / AODB
Dispatch / Turn Around Manager

Ground Handlers

IntelliOps
Key Benefits:
- Empowering Airport to become a ‘Real Time Airport’ with a ‘local’ A-CDM environment.
- No local installation required, 100% based in the cloud, only interfaces to local systems need
to be configured.
- From project kick off, we aim to have an Airport up and running in a matter of weeks.
- Subscription model, only pay for what you use. Monthly charges typically per aircraft
movement.
- Users able to view every arrival/departure in real time on a smart device.
- Any deviation from schedule can be recorded instantly and shared.
- EFPS style interface with a RAG (Red,Amber,Green) status.
- Full BI reporting based on collected flight data.
- Wide scope of potential team utilisation.
- Full integration with current or future solutions (i.e. EFPS, VDGS etc.).

Financial Benefits:*
- Typical ROI in 12-18 months.
- CBR of 9 over 5 years.
*Taken from EUROCONTROL Impact study of equivalent solutions.

Our Leadership Team:
Aaron Bazler
Aaron is a Director of NGOPS and has over 11 years
aviation experience with roles of IT Operations Director
and Transformation Director for the UK’s largest domestically owned airport group.

Adam Stark
Adam is the Founder and a Director of NGOPS and has
6 years performing the executive role of CTO/VP of
Civil Aviation in privately owned start-up along with
10 years of blue-chip, EMEA project and customer
relationship experience also holding an International
Executive MBA.

Get in touch with us and let’s have
a conversation.
email: airports@ngops.com
http://www.nextgenoperations.com

